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Success!  PowerSave Campus, Chico was  proud to participate in this years Campus Sustain-

ability Day, which took place across the country from 10am-3pm in the Bell Memorial 

Auditorium.   For Campus Sustainability day, PowerSave Campus employed the bike 

blender in order to promote sustainable energy.  For their pedal powered efforts, 

students received a strawberry lemonade smoothie.  Chico Natural Cooperative made 

this possible thanks to their donations.   

PowerSave team members conversed with nearly 200 students and staff at this event, 

received and received a high volume of positive feedback.  Students did not only ride 

the bike blender, but also interacted with the Green Book, lighting display, and pro-

ject descriptions.  This was an opportunity to meet members of the Chico community 

who value sustainability. 

In addition to tabling in the open house, team members had the opportunity to at-

tend the long-term, campus sustainability planning workshops.  The workshop that 

the majority of team members attended was the Energy, Water and Built Environment 

workshop.  This was an opportunity to make suggestions based off of the vision 

statements that will become part of the plan.  We were asked to make edits to the 

statements and also suggest ways that Chico State could reach those goals. Team 

members were able to contribute insightful ideas, however, the topic we were most 

interested in was of course energy.  We are honored that we could participate in an 

event and proud to announce that PowerSave Campus was voted most innovative by 

students attending the open house.    



National Energy Action Month 
 October was National Energy Action Month, a period of 30 days dedicated to promoting safe energy.  It was an 

opportunity to assist individuals understand the importance of gaining energy independence.  This independence 

could ultimately lead to a stronger economy and healthier environment.  The United States Department of Energy 

proclaimed National Energy Action Month because of the importance of energy in every aspect of people's lives.   

 

The face of energy is constantly changing and it is for this reason that we stop to recognize and contemplate the 

direction it is headed. Because,  innovations and technologies are shaping how energy is both supplied and de-

manded in the United States.  In addition, it is also important to consider that different parts of the country use 

different forms of energy, whether it be coal, natural gas, oil, nuclear and renewable technologies.  Because energy 

type varies, it is essential that each state collaborate and unites to achieve safe energy.   

 

While the United States has recently gained independence from foreign energy providers, it will soon become the 

World's largest oil and gas provider.  While this may enhance our economy, it is important to weigh the risks of 

 

Green is the new black- or whatever color that was previously in. Part of this movement is the incorporation of Green 

Roofs or “Eco-Roofs” into urban areas, where rooftops feature a living landscape to both aesthetically improve their 

look, and help diminish the supplemental energy our homes and buildings require by reducing the amount of excess 

heat and cold that enters in the first place. 

 

The science behind it is simple. On a living roof consisting of plants and grasses, the plants transform carbon dioxide 

into oxygen, capture rainwater, and reduce energy needs for heating and cooling. Compared to a standard black roof-

top or pavement that trap heat, Eco-Roofs draw cool air onto the building and act as an insulating layer by retaining 

rainwater while helping to block outside sound. In particularly wetter climates, these roofs thrive year-round with con-

sistent rainfall, and generally require very little maintenance aside from initially installing the living tapestry. In 2005, the 

University of Toronto’s green roof study found that the roofs reduce cooling by fifty to ninety percent, and that a con-

centration of green roofs in an urban area can even reduce the city’s average temperatures during the summer. 

 

Green roofs provide many useful functions other than looking totally awesome. Whether you take a light sod layer 

method for little maintenance, or a thicker diversified garden- you will be creating a habitat for wildlife, and helping to 

lower urban air temperatures while mitigating the “heat island effect”. The heat island effect occurs in metropolitan areas 

due to increased human activities, and creates an “island” where the area is significantly warmer than its surrounding 

rural areas. At PowerSave, we would like to keep the heat island as small as possible, and green roofs are a great way to 

go about achieving that. 

 

Aside from helping out the environment, there are various financial benefits to installing a green garden on 

your roof. Green Roofs are shown to increase a roof life span dramatically, by protecting the waterproofing 

membrane from UV light, increasing the life expectancy. Additionally, they increase real estate value, provide 

a reduction in energy usage, and in certain areas you can receive a storm water tax reduction, or other federal 

and local tax incentives to green your roof. 

 

If you’re looking to check out some great Green Roofs, The California Academy of Sciences in San Francisco 

has a beautiful, expansive living rooftop that helps to keep the building’s interior an average of 10 de-

grees cooler than a standard roof would. Further south is Cal Poly’s Warren J. Baker Center for Sciences 

and Mathematics, that has incorporated an intensive and extensive roof garden that helps increase the 

lifespan of the roof, create new wildlife habitat, and mitigate storm water runoff volume. 

A living roof is a great edition to any home, and makes for a fun and exciting DIY project. There are 

obvious reasons to convert your roof and join the movement, and we hope that this piece will help you 

understand the benefits that both your wallet and the environment will appreciate. 

 

Eco-Roofs 



 

 

Break-Out Energy Generating Windows 
This past week Chico State was fortunate enough to put on Campus Sustainability Day, where students could come and learn about the 

efforts throughout campus that focus on sustainability.  This year students were able to attend break-out sessions, where we had the 

chance to help formulate ideas for sustainable policies and practices that will shape Chico State’s long-term commitment to sustainabil-

ity.  One of the sessions focused on energy, water, and the built environment, and this is the session that I attended.  During the ses-

sion, I heard many great ideas on how to improve the way things currently are, and I wasn’t the only one who thought about the idea of 

enhancing windows. 

Technologies that I have recently read about that seem to be making their way into the market are solar windows.  In a nutshell, solar 

windows are able to generate clean electricity by capturing natural sunlight and artificial light such as fluorescent or LED lighting.  There 

are several different options for how windows accomplish this including; thin-film silicon, dye-sensitized solar cells, and tiny organic 

cells.   

One company (Oxford Photovoltaic) is working on this new technology and has begun manufacturing full-size panels that will be ready 

for trial by the end of next year.  This company produces colored photovoltaic glass designed to cover skyscrapers in order to generate 

electricity for their operators, and plans on making the product available to the commercial market.  What is neat about this technology 

is that it turns regular glass into an electricity-generating medium by adding (spraying) a layer of clear, solid-state solar cells onto the 

glass which results in glass that turns about 12% of the solar energy that hits it into electricity.  Actual efficiency is based on color as 

different colors have different absorption capabilities.  The spray coating to make the solar cells is achieved using specially designed 

plastic semiconductors. 

Sharp is another company that recently announced the release of see-through solar cell modules designed for use as architectural glass.  

This company suggests that smoky dark glass be used as standard window glass, balcony railings, on the roof, or anywhere else one 

would like to see black glass décor.  This color suggestion is partially due to the absorption capability because it is the most efficient 

color. 

Recently technology was created by New Energy Technologies, Ltd. that can allow tiny organic solar cells to be directly sprayed onto win-

dows with visibility only slightly altered, as the coating lets in anywhere from 40-80% of light, allowing the rest to be absorbed.  Re-

searchers for this company have achieved a 2-fold increase in power conversion efficiency and have improved the transparency of the 

glass (see picture). 

At UCLA, students and professors have invented thin transparent solar cells that can turn sun energy into electricity with 70% of the visi-

ble light allowed to shine through.  The solar cell is made out of a plastic that absorbs invisible infrared light while letting most of the 

visible light through.  To transfer the energy captured, a sil-

ver nano wire that is essentially invisible serves as a conduc-

tive metal. 

The technology that UCLA has invented is one to be reckoned 

with.  After researching all the different technologies coming 

into the spotlight, the idea that a plastic film can be respon-

sible for energy generation means more than just a window 

adjustment.  Maybe one day I can buy my next iPad and the 

protective cover I buy for it can be used as its protector and 

its energy source. 

Although the topic of windows was only touched on during 

the CSD break-out session, I was thrilled to see so many 

students from all different areas coming together to share 

their ideas about sustainability.  Finding new technologies 

and processes to help improve campus conservation is not 

only more complete when many heads are working together, 

but it is also a lot more fun. 



 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The CSU, Chico PowerSave Campus team from left to right: Max Bowan, 
Stephanie Lawson, Chris Kaiakapu, Samantha Duncan and Micah Yaldezian 

IPCC Report– The Fossil Fuel Era 
Early this fall, the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) released a report containing the most recent up-

dates on global climate and the ways in which it is changing. In addition to being equipped with a contemporary view of 

our planet, the report offers projections for what can be expected in the future as well as potential remediation methods. 

The projections are given assuming that the hard facts presented throughout the report do not encourage a change in 

behavior within the human population. As suggested by the scientists, “Long term climate change projections require 

assumptions on human activities or natural effects that could alter the climate over decades and centuries” (IPCC 2013, 

pg. 62). Together, leading scientists from across the globe agreed the underlying cause for such an abrupt change in cli-

mate to be humans.  

 The facts presented in this report suggest the fate of the Earth is in human hands. Humans have spent a minis-

cule amount of time on this earth compared to how long the earth has been in existence, and yet the impact humans 

have left is enormous. Anthropogenic activity, especially the use of fossil fuels has led to increased carbon dioxide, which 

is the ultimate driving force behind global temperature rise. Since the industrial revolution “there is very high confidence 

that the total anthropogenic RF increase rate since 1960 has been much greater than during earlier industrial-era peri-

ods, driven primarily by the continuous increase in most WMGHG concentrations” (IPCC 2013, pg. 22). In addition, actions 

such as deforestation are affecting the climate by increasing surface reflectivity “There is robust evidence that anthropo-

genic land use changes such as deforestation have increased the land surface albedo” (IPCC 2013, pg.21). 
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